
BYU-Idaho Entrepreneurship Society Business Model Competition

Business Name:________________________________________________________
Judging Criteria 
*This competition serves as a developmental exercise. Please provide helpful feedback, comments 
(things done well, areas that need to improvement), and rank the areas identified.
*However, a business with the highest score is not automatically the winner. Take into account the 
best business, choose the business most worthy of the $1,000 grand prize. 

0--No evidence of effort
1--Needs improvement
2--Great start, needs further refinement
3--Outstanding 

Did the team use the Business Model Canvas or similar tool to identify and track assumptions? 
Did the team clearly state their assumptions/ hypotheses? 
Did the team identify the most crucial assumptions to test first (most beneficial for business)? 
Did the team design low costs with rapid yet reliable tests of these hypotheses? 

Number of tests should be adjusted according to industry (ie. product type via web, physical), 
and business type (ie. B2B, B2C), quality of tests (ie. interviews are high quality, surveys/ focus 
groups are much lower quality unless interviews have been conducted first).

Did the team clearly state lessons learned?
How did the team validate an assumption or not?

Did the team change or pivot? 
If changes or pivots were made, is this supported with evidence or not? 

If appropriate, has the team developed a prototype or MVP (minimum viable product)?  
Does the team understand the assumptions they are testing with a prototype or MVP?  
Is the prototype or MVP appropriate to answer those assumptions?  
**(We want to reward prototypes over full products unless the product is the result of many 
prototypes tested with customers—in other words, we want to reward testing assumptions 
before building and building from prototypes up to products. We do not want to reward just 
building products too early based on untested assumptions.) 

Is the team solving a significant problem (defined in terms of money or impact)? 
Does the team have significant evidence that the solution is validated (includes letters of intent, 
purchase contracts, sales, and partners)? 

Note: Because web-based businesses are easier to test, these companies can often pivot faster. 
We tend to treat physical products, services, and web/software as slightly different categories in 
the judging, Pick the best of these categories to compete. 

Comments: 


